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INTRODUCTION
The SOGI Education Leadership Summit was led
as a collaboration between ARC Foundation, BC
Teachers’ Federation, Ministry of Education, UBC
Faculty of Education and Out in Schools.

Participants told us that they valued the opportunity to
meet, network and collaborate with colleagues inside
and outside of their district who share their passion
for inclusive education, and to find out what SOGI
initiatives other districts were working on. They also
appreciated the knowledge and expertise shared by
their peers who presented and facilitated on the day.

Over 140 educators attended from the nine school
districts that have demonstrated leadership in SOGI
education by committing to collaborate with ARC
Foundation and each other over the 2016-17 school
year to pilot a district SOGI model that includes
the recruitment of SOGI leads in each school.

The Summit was also the launchpad for the new, provincewide SOGI 1 2 3 campaign and SOGIeducation.org
website. SOGI 1 2 3 shares proven SOGI-inclusive tools and
resources in the three key areas of policy and procedures,
inclusive environments and curriculum resources.

The Summit was an opportunity for educators to come
together and explore opportunities to increase SOGI
capacity and enhance the student experience within
their schools. The schedule included opening remarks
from the Minister of Education, the President of the
BC Teachers Federation and trans youth advocate
Tru Wilson, followed by a group session on what it
means to be a SOGI Champion, presentations from
each school districts and peer-facilitated discussion
panels on a variety of SOGI education topics.

We’re pleased to share this report with you as a
snapshot of the collaboration, energy and action in
the room on the day. We’d like to thank all of the
participants who attended, as well as the fantastic
presenters and our nine partner school districts.
You are all champions and leaders of SOGI-inclusive
education and are making a positive difference in the
lives of LGBTQ students across British Columbia.
SOGI Education Leadership Summit Team
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Schedule for the Day
9:00 – 9:25
9:25 – 10:10

Opening Remarks
Out in Schools

10:10 – 11:00

District SOGI Presentations

11:15 – 12:05

How to Be An Effective SOGI Champion

12:50 – 2:20

Discussion Panels

2:35 – 3:15

District Planning

3:15 – 3:30

Wrap-Up
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EVALUATION HIGHLIGHTS
Statistics:
··

137 participants attended

··

75% participants told us that this was their first
SOGI-specific professional development event

··

Understanding of both sexual orientation and
gender identity increased from an average of 6.9
out of 10 before the Summit to 8.1 out of 10 after
the Summit

··

We asked participants what the most beneficial part of the
SOGI Education Leadership Summit was, and these are
some of the responses:
··

The knowledge base and variety of presenters

··

Understanding SOGI language and terms

··

Hearing from people who have experience
navigating the school system and the challenges
and successes they have had

87% feel confident and ready to take action towards
SOGI-inclusive education in their school/district

··

Being reminded of the importance of this work and
knowing that I don’t have to be an expert

··

94% found that the Summit was useful and relevant
to their role

··

Exchange of knowledge and resources and learning
about the initiatives and successes of other districts

··

The most popular discussion panel topic was
‘Supporting students around gender identity’

··

Having many people come together to discuss
different ideas and viewpoints

··

Participants valued meeting and collaborating with
other educators, the experienced facilitators and
the easy-to-implement resources that were shared

··

Learning that I still need to learn!
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SOGI EDUCATION LEADERSHIP SUMMIT TEAM

SOGI 123

ARC Foundation

BC Ministry of Education

Out in Schools

UBC Faculty of Education

BC Teachers Federation

PARTNER SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Vancouver
School Board

West Vancouver
School District

Langley
School District

North Vancouver
School District

Nanaimo-Ladysmith
School District

Burnaby
School District

Kamloops/Thompson
School District
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Delta
School District

Sea to Sky
School District
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